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Abstract 

Postmillennial refugee fiction exposes the social, political, cultural, and psychological issues involved in the refugee 
predicament. The experiences of otherness, deterritorialization and alienation which afflict the wretched lot as aspects of their 
particular existential crisis have been narrated in the 2018 novel Boat People written by Sri Lankan novelist Sharon Bala. This paper 
aims to mark the subjectivity of the refugees in the South Asian region with a theoretical background of Hannah Arendt and Giorgio 
Agamben. The primary objective of this paper is to explore different extents of traumatic subjectivity in connection with the refugee 
crisis. It attempts to explore what refugee literature proposes in terms of alternative discourse and creative imagination and to analyze 
how political events and denationalization result in the birth of refugees, its reflections upon literary action and creativity.  
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Introduction 

Sharon Bala’s 2018 novel, Boat People, is about Lankan Civil war and its victims. In the novel, a cargo ship carrying five 
hundred refugees from the civil war affected Sri Lanka reaches Vancouver's shore in October 2009. The protagonist Mahindan and his 
six years old son Sellian believed they had achieved freedom from the terrible war experiences as they reached the Canadian shore. 
Instead, the authority sends these people to prison speculating the presence of LTTE militants among the boat people. The activities he 
involved in Sri Lanka, as part of survival, now haunts Mahindan as the interrogation progresses. Sharon Bala presents the ‘life in 
death’ situations of the refugees in the novel which adopts a narrative technique of alternating perspectives of Mahindan, Priya, and 
Grace. The novel describes the lives of Mahindan and Sellian as past citizens of Sri Lanka and present refugees in Canada. Boat 
People narrates the plights of five hundred Sri Lankan civil war survivors and their attempt to move from Sri Lanka to seek asylum in 
Canada. Two major incidents in Canadian history contribute to the background of this novel. The first incident happened in August 
2010, with the arrival of a merchant's vessel Sun Sea, carrying Sri Lankan asylum seekers. The second incident involves the 
internment of almost 24000 Japanese-Canadian citizens by the British authority during the years 1941 and 1949. The problems of the 
Refugees are expressed through the character Mahindan, a victim of the civil war incidents in Sri Lanka, who has arrived with his six-
year-old son named Sellian, and Priya Rajasekaran, a law student interested in Sri Lankan refugees. 

 
          Boat people portrays the bare life of refugees who are persons belonging to nowhere. Through detailed and lengthy trials, the 
sovereign ban is imposed upon them. Here the refugees become the objects of politics without any power. While they are building 
basic life there, the authority treats them as terrorists. The refugees are being excluded from the social mainstream, in Agamben’s 
words, as homosacers. In the novel asylum seekers in Canada were portrayed as people whose difficulties are similar to that of Jews in 
Germany. The state and the native people of Canada badly treat the refugees. Mahindan and other people escape to Canada, where 
they undergo different tests and are considered as people without any rights. These people are considered terrorists and kept in camps 
which are traumatic experience for them. 
 
          Moving to Canada with his six-year-old son Sellian, Mahindan expected relief from the civil war in Sri Lanka. The alienation 
process of refugees is continued in Canada by denying their rights in the name of national security. Refugee studies most often focus 
on the adult, by presenting them as the victims of persecution and displacement. It is also important to analyze how war and violence 
affect the young and children. In the novel, Sellian experiences all the traumatic aspects of refugee hood. Studies about the holocaust 
survivors of World War II show that parents' traumatic experiences can affect children.  
 
          Hannah Arendt's works on refugees become a cornerstone in refugee studies. The major concern of her works is the plights of 
the Europeans after the First World War, especially with the emergence of totalitarian governments in Germany. Later, scholars 
applied her concepts in analyzing aspects of modern refugee movements and predicaments. Arendt considers refugee migration and 
statelessness as the two sides of the same coin. She has coined a framework for refugee studies which meet many of the characteristics 
of the current refugee issues. Arendt uses the term ‘refugee’ simply to refer to those who are forced to quit their home place. She has 
developed her theoretical perspectives based on her own experiences as a Jewish Refugee. In her article “We Refugees” published in 
the year 1943, she calls the emergence of the masses of refugee population as a "paradigm of a new historical consciousness", which 
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later Agamben quotes in his Means Without End. By this term, Arendt aims to redefine the existing European notion that, refugees as 
exceptional and temporary figures. The refugees lost their language, expressions, and gestures. Their family members and friends 
were murdered in the concentration camps. They are trying to forget everything. Arendt uses the phrase ‘enemy aliens’ to represent 
refugees. Refugees are like Ulysses wanderers who cannot claim any identity, about whom Arendt says “since society has discovered 
discrimination as the great social weapon by which one may kill men without bloodshed” (Arendt 65).  
 

Arendt in The Origin of Totalitarianism explains the political and ontological dimensions of the term “stateless". The 
stateless lost their entire personality, which is established with the place of origin as a centre. They feel a vacuum in their private life 
deprived of home, family, occupation, and language. Arendt proposed that in order to ensure the rights of the stateless their rights 
must be restored. An individual becomes a political being only when he gets membership in a political community. This membership 
is necessary to conserve their ‘right to have rights’. Belonging to a political community gives people where they can speak and act 
meaningfully. 
 

In the fifth chapter of “The Origins of Totalitarianism”, titled “The Decline of the Nation-State and the End of the Rights of 
Man', Hannah Arendt explains the connection between Nation-states and human rights, which is indeed contradictory. She proposes 
the idea that the figure of refugees signals the concept's crisis. She says: "The conception of human rights, based upon the assumed 
existence of a human being as such, broke down at the very moment when those who professed to believe in it were for the first time 
confronted with people who had indeed lost all other qualities and specific relationships-except that they were still human"(Arendt 
299). Arendt's proposal on the connection between the validity of human rights and the existence of nation-states didn’t get serious 
attention in the post-World War II period. There are plenty of examples for this process in the novel, where the refugees were 
ostracized from the mainstream and named terrorists.  Though they are citizens, they do not enjoy any of the human rights. All the 
asylum seekers in Boat People are going through institutional trials and checking which makes them excluded from society. All the 
asylum seekers who landed on the Canadian shore have become homo sacer. Some are even forced to commit suicide because the 
Canadian authority declared them illegal and deported them. 

 
          Foucault in Birth of Biopolitics contributes a term “invasion of humanity by the state”, which is somewhat similar to Agamben’s 
term "state of exception" by which the sovereign authority suspends the “rule of law in the name of the public good”. To regulate the 
movements of the citizen, states declare this kind of emergency. Everywhere it operates in the name of good governance, which on the 
other end reduces citizen's rights. This ban at the same time makes a particular group of people bandits. Asylum seekers are people 
who live in a state of in-between, waiting for the host nation's recognition to be its legislative citizens, only then they can enjoy all 
human rights of citizens. The person banned from society is “homo sacer”, “a person who can be killed without culpability”. In the 
novel, Mahindan becomes a bandit, whose traumatic experiences evidence how the sovereign authority treated him like animals. He 
remembers how the administrative policies of the Sinhalese government make the Tamilians inferior in Sri Lanka. Implementation of 
the Sinhala Language Act is one of such policies which suspend the existence of Tamil identity. Mahindan describes how he becomes 
a victim of the civil war in Sri Lanka. He has been interrogated many times in the detention camp because he repaired a bus that 
carries a bomb. "I was a simple mechanic. I repaired motorcycles and cars and public buses. When the Tigers came to me, I did not 
have a choice. I repaired what was broken and did not ask questions.” (Bala 187). This shows how common people in Sri Lanka suffer 
from the civil war. The Tamils in Sri Lanka were excluded from social life, and they were cruelly humiliated. 
 
          The experience of the refugees is seen through the eyes of Mahindan. Sharon Bala presents the asylum seekers' struggle through 
a writing approach that club both past and present experiences.  The author exposes Canada's judicial body, which denied hearing 
procedures and refugee status to those on the MV Sun Sea. These novel challenges our notion of choice, for example, during the 
examination to determine whether Mahindan can get the status of refugee or not, the Canadian authority found that in repairing 
LTTE's bus, he is responsible for the death of seventeen people. In Mahindan’s response, one can cite the choice he lacks. He says; 
“My wife was pregnant at the time. He appealed to the judge and said: With our son. The cadre would have set fire to our house, 
allowed my wife to burn inside. The things they did to us…you cannot imagine. Sinhalese army, Tamil Tigers…we were nothing to 
them”. (Bala 188). The helplessness of Mahindan forced him to move from Sri Lanka, the same fate made him stateless in Canada. As 
people lost all rights, these asylum seekers want to be assimilated at any cost to a new nation to settle them. 
 

Politics in our time has entirely transformed into biopolitics. The individual becomes a subject whom the state has control. 
The politics of the twenty-first century is well reflected in the treatment of refugee camps. Foucault in “History of Sexuality” and 
Hannah Arendt in “The Origins of Totalitarianism” discussed the way power works in the twentieth century. In reconsidering their 
thoughts Agamben introduces the concept of “bare life”. Hannah Arendt explains the helpless situation of refugees and the 
complications in our concept of human rights and citizenship as follows: 
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"based upon the assumed existence of a human being as such, broke down at the very moment when those who 
professed to believe in it were for the first time confronted with people who had indeed lost all other qualities 
and specific relationships-except that they were still human" (Arendt 299). 

 
          When these sacred and inalienable rights become inaccessible in a nation-state, people can no longer claim their citizenship. 
Refugees challenge the concept of state sovereignty by suspending the traditionally recognized connection between “man and citizen, 
nativity and nationality”. In her writings, Hannah Arendt proposes that the concept of a refugee must be separated from the idea of 
rights. We have perceived the terms human rights and nation-states as mutually dependable by which the fall of the earlier will 
suspend the latter. This conflict resulted in the emergence of camps. Camps are spaces of exception placed out of the normal juridical 
order. The one who reached the camp would be “a subject of indistinction” between outsider and insider, citizen and alien. 
 

Our age can be termed as an 'age of movement'. Population movements across the world make changes in all elements 
involved in man’s social life. This transformation process involves places of origin as well as places of settlement. One of the 
important aspects of the refugee movement is the possible shifts in identity at the individual and group levels. There is a dominant 
perspective in media and society that violence is inevitable at the borders when the people of underdeveloped countries move against 
the developed countries.  By following this notion, to ensure the security of the citizens, states choose to construct walls and military 
patrolling. This helps to establish the notion that the refugee problem is a creation of human traffickers and not by the migrants' home 
countries or the immigration policies of the states that never meet the basic requirements of refugees and asylum seekers. Post-world 
war discussions negate the argument that borders are essential for the smooth functioning of states and refugee issue is a byproduct of 
human trafficking. 

 
States categorize movements into good and bad movements in which the earlier represents regulated, legalized, and taxed 

movement and the latter is illicit, unapproved, and untaxed. The creation of such a binary further complicated the issue of refugees 
where the modern states are directed to allow good movements while preventing bad movements. Advanced technologies in borders 
have increased the number of deaths by police and border force. The introduction of technologies expanded the ability of states to 
observe its citizen and to enforce more security on borders. The idea behind any kind of categorization is finding differences that 
further violently lead to the dehumanization process. The distinction between the insider and the outsider and the native and the 
foreigner is functions as the foundation of the concept called state. The exclusion of people by suspending their rights over land and 
resources is based on the idea that the so-called 'us' group must be protected. Any attempt to question the traditional structure of the 
nation-state system is fundamentally analyzing the logic of this distinction between 'us' and 'them'. One of the fundamental attributes 
of the existing nation-state is its control of the movements of the cities across territorial boundaries. 

 
          Postmillennial refugee fiction portrays refugees not as wanderers of modern age, but transnational entities forming 
communities. It raises fundamental arguments about the roots of displacement, belongingness and the motive of the states hosting 
refugees. The novel discussed here open up the complicated terrains of a globalized society that ensure free flow of materials, 
products, ideas and other resources while strictly narrowing the entry points against the people seeking asylum. Refugee narratives 
critically examine the consequences of such restrictive measures taken by the nation-states. By depicting the real-life experiences of 
the refugees, Boat People brings together the theoretical and cultural challenges that statelessness poses in the contemporary age. Boat 
People focuses on the detention of refugees in the name of bureaucratic procedures. The fundamental question regarding the status of 
the refugees in the twenty-first century is about the possibility of movement and the necessity of stability 
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